
Always stay on the boardwalk

I went walk- ing with my girlfriend in a 
beau- tiful nature conservation 

area. The trail we fol-
lowed was a 

nice boardwalk. We 
were talking 
about the se-

nary when my girlfriend saw some clothes lay-
ing next to the boardwalk in the high grass. She 
laughed “Look those are latex clothes and nice 
boots with it, somebody is running naked around!”. 
There was absolutely nobody else on the board-

walk. She smiled at me and said “Shall I put 
them on”.  Before I could answer she started 

to undress herself till she was naked and 
started to put the latex body on. 
We were surprised how easily she 
slipped into the body. It fitted very 
nice and tight. She looked amaz-

ing in it. She joked that this 
was a gift from nature for 
people who wanted to be-
come one with the forest. I 
helped here with the boots. 
The size was perfect. She 
was beautiful in her black 
outfit. 
I touched her carefully start-
ing at her boots and slowly 
going up feeling the latex. 
Very sensual and very sexy. 
“It is tickling a bit” she said. 
“But it feels fantastic”. Our 
little session of exploring 
her attractive latex packed 
body was suddenly disturbed 
by noise coming out of the 
grass from a strange looking 
gray anomaly. Almost like a 
big fungus. “Oh !”, she said 
“A seat for a latex angel!” 
Enthusiastic as she was she 
jumped of the boardwalk 
and went into the high grass. 
She  pushed with her finger 
in it. “It vibrates ! and it is 
just like jelly” she jelled to 
me. “I heard here mumbling 
“Oh this could be fun” and 
before I new it she was sit-
ting on top of it laughing to 
me. “Look me sitting on the 
jelly”. Then for a moment 
she herself looked jellied. 

Her body froze and a membrane started to par-
tially wrap her upper body including her head. At 
the same moment air with a lot of noise was blown 
into the membrane and she started laughing again 
having a good time. “Oops” she shouted “there is 
something penetrating my little pussy. “Ooh, that’s 
feeling good”. At this moment I saw a men run-
ning towards me on the boardwalk starting to shout 
something. When he came closer I could see that it 
was the park ranger “Don’t leave the boardwalk !” 
he was shouting, “wait for me”.
The ranger came standing next to me out of breath 
and asked “Didn’t you see the sign saying to stay at 
the track!”. We both looked at my girlfriend which 
was really enjoying her self at the moment. “To be 
honest I didn’t see one” I answered, still looking at 
my girlfriend which started to scream of pleasure. 
He continued “This is already the third women this 
week and who is going to save them every time, 
tourist ! It’s blossoming time at this moment for 
this fungus”. I was amazed but he continued, “I can 
free her but the latex will be attached to her body 
forever. The boots you can take of but she has now 
a second skin. Hopefully you both like that”. Then 
looking away and with lowered voice, “Anyway, my 
wife has also one”. He jumped of the boardwalk and 
pulled my girlfriend of the fungus. “Enough fun for 
today” he said, pulling the membrane away of her 
body. “Àh” she said “A few minutes more”. “Be glad 
that it hasn’t penetrate your throat already, then it 
would be much more difficult to get you of”. 

When they both stepped on the boardwalk again I 
was glad I could take her in my arms. 

We walked all together back to the car. Amazed 
about her new skin. When I gave the ranger a hand 
to thank him for his help I noticed underneath his 
shirt latex, skintight and not removable anymore.
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